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CAPITAL-SKILL COMPLEMENTARITY AND INEQUALITY: A
MACROECONOMIC ANALYSIS
BY PER KRUSELL,LEE E. OHANIAN,
JOsE-VfICOR RIOS-RULL,AND
GIOVANNIL. VIOLANTE1
The supplyand price of skilledlaborrelativeto unskilledlaborhave changeddramatically over the postwar period. The relative quantity of skilled labor has increased
substantially,and the skillpremium,whichis the wage of skilledlabor relativeto that of
unskilledlabor,has grownsignificantlysince 1980.Manystudieshave foundthat accounting for the increasein the skill premiumon the basis of observablevariablesis difficult
and have concludedimplicitlythat latent skill-biasedtechnologicalchange must be the
main factor responsible.This paper examines that view systematically.We develop a
skill-biframeworkthat providesa simple,expliciteconomicmechanismfor understanding
ased technologicalchangein termsof observablevariables,and we use the frameworkto
evaluate the fraction of variationin the skill premiumthat can be accountedfor by
changes in observedfactor quantities.We find that with capital-skillcomplementarity,
changes in observedinputs alone can account for most of the variationsin the skill
premiumover the last 30 years.
KEYWORDS:Capital-skillcomplementarity,
wage inequality,technologicalchange.

1. INTRODUCTION
THE SUPPLY AND PRICE OF SKILLEDLABOR relative to unskilled labor have

changed dramaticallyover the postwar period. Under education-basedskill
classifications,the quantityof skilledlaborrelativeto that of unskilledlaborhas
increased considerably,and the skill premium,defined as the wage of skilled
labor relativeto that of unskilledlabor,has grownsignificantlysince 1980.Why
has the skill premiumrisen duringa period of substantialgrowthin the relative
supplyof skilled labor? Many studies have found that answeringthat question
on the basis of observablevariablesis difficult.These studies have concluded
implicitlythat latent skill-biasedtechnologicalchange must be the main factor responsiblefor the skill premium'sincrease.2However,there is no generally accepted economic frameworkfor interpretingskill-biasedtechnological
change,measuringits rate of growth,or directlyassessingits quantitativeimpor1 Krusell, Ohanian, and Rios-Rull thank the National Science Foundation. Krusell also thanks the
Bank of Sweden Tercentanary Foundation, Ohanian also thanks the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation,
and Rios-Rull also thanks the University of Pennsylvania Research Foundation. We thank Michael
Ben-Gad, Valentina Corradi, Larry Katz, Richard Rogerson, Randy Wright, the referees, seminar
participants, and, in particular, a co-editor, for helpful comments. Special thanks go to Kathy Rolfe
and Jenni Schoppers for very helpful editorial advice. The views expressed herein are those of the
authors and not necessarily those of the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis or the Federal
Reserve System.
2 See Bound and Johnson (1992) for a review of a number of explanations. They conclude that
much of the variation in the skill premium is attributed to a residual trend component that is
interpreted as skill-biased technological change.
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tance.3 In this paper,we developsuch a frameworkand with it establishthat the
fraction of the historicalvariationin the skill premiumthat can be accounted
for by changesin observedfactor quantitiesis, in fact, quite large.
We conductour analysisusing a neoclassicalaggregateproductionfunctionin
This
which the key feature of the technology is capital-skillcomplementarity.
means that the elasticity of substitutionbetween capital equipment and unskilled labor is higherthan that between capitalequipmentand skilled labor.A
key implicationof capital-skillcomplementarityis that growth in the stock of
equipmentincreases the marginalproduct of skilled labor, but decreases the
marginalproductof unskilledlabor.In our framework,skill-biasedtechnological
change reflects the rapid growthof the stock of equipment,combinedwith the
differentways equipmentinteractswith different types of labor in the production technology. We hypothesize that capital-skill complementaritymay be
importantfor understandingwage inequality,because the stock of equipment,as
measuredin efficiencyunits by Gordon(1990),has been growingat about twice
the rate of either capitalstructuresor consumptionover the postwarperiod,and
its growthrate has acceleratedsince the late 1970s.
This hypothesis of capital-skill complementarityhas been formalized by
Griliches(1969).To illustratehow this mechanismcan affect the skill premium,
consider a three-factor production function similar to one used by Stokey (1996)

in a studyof inequalityand trade.Output(y,) is producedwith capitalequipment
(k), unskilledlabor(u), and skilledlabor(s). Equipmentand unskilledlaborare
perfect substitutes and have unit elasticity of substitution with skilled labor:
yt =f(kt, ut, st) = (kt + ut)0sl- 0. The ratio of the marginal product of skilled

labor to the marginalproductof unskilledlabor is
s
fut

{(1-)
0

kt + ut
St

This example shows qualitativelythat growth in the stock of equipmentwill
increase the skill premium, since increases in the capital stock increase the
marginalproductof skilledlabor,but decreasethe marginalproductof unskilled
labor.
In this paper,we quantitativelyevaluate how much capital-skillcomplementarity has affected the skill premiumin the postwarperiod. To do this, we first
modify the standardtwo-factor(capital and labor) aggregateproductionfunction by developinga four-factoraggregateproductionfunctionthat distinguishes
among capital equipment, capital structures, skilled labor, and unskilled labor
and that allows for different elasticities of substitution among the factors. Then,

with time series observations,we read factor prices off the marginalproduct
schedulesand comparethe skill premiumin the modelwith the skill premiumin
the data.
3Some recent literature uses disaggregated or noncompetitive frameworks to explore how
technological change may lead to wage inequality; see Violante (1998) for a quantitative theoretical
analysis and Galor and Tsiddon (1997) and Acemoglu (1998) for qualitative theoretical analyses.
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The values of the productionfunctionparametersthat governthe substitution
elasticities between capital equipmentand skilled and unskilled labor are key
elements of this quantitativeanalysis.We estimate the parametersof our model
using U.S. time series data, and we find that the key substitutionelasticitiesare
consistent with capital-skillcomplementarityand are also very similar to estimates in the microeconomicsliterature.
Our main findingis that with empiricallyplausibledifferencesin substitution
elasticities, changes in observed factor inputs can account for most of the
variation in the skill premium over the last 30 years. We also find that our
four-factorproductionfunctionpreservesthe success of the standardtwo-factor
neocla'ssicalproductionfunction:it too is consistentwith the behaviorof income
shares and the returnson physicalcapitalover time.
The paperis organizedas follows.In Section 2, we discussthe factorprice and
quantitydatawe use in the analysis.In Section 3, we presentthe basic model. In
Section 4, we describethe quantitativemethodologyand our results. In Section
5, we describesome implicationsof the results. In an Appendix,we discussthe
constructionof the data and the econometrictechnique.
2.

THE DATA

Our data consist of annualU.S. time series of capitaland laborbetween 1963
and 1992.
In our analysis,we distinguishbetween two types of capital-structures and
equipment-because they have grown at very different rates over the last 30
years. The standard measure of the stock of capital structures, from the
National Income and ProductAccounts (NIPA), grew at just a 3.2 percent rate
through 1975 and at a 2.6 percent rate thereafter.The stock of capital equipment, meanwhile,has grownmuch more than that.
The NIPA data show stronggrowthin the capitalequipmentstock, but those
data have been criticizedby Gordon(1990) for overstatingprice changesby not
adequatelyaccountingfor increasesin the qualityof equipmentover time. We
thus constructa measureof the capitalequipmentstock using Gordon'scapital
equipment price data, which are adjusted for quality changes. According to
those data, the price of capital equipment relative to consumptiondeclined
considerablybetween 1963 and 1992,at a faster rate than the comparableNIPA
price data.(See Figure 1.) The Gordonprice series declines at a 4.5 percentrate
through 1975 and at a 6 percent rate thereafter. We follow Greenwood,
Hercowitz, and Krusell (1997) and interpret this relative price decline as
reflectingtechnologicalchange specificto the productionof capital equipment.
Our Gordon-basedmeasure of the stock of capital equipment grew at a 6.2
percent rate through1975 and at a 7.5 percent rate thereafter.4
4 Gordon's(1990) data cover the sample period until 1984. The constructionof the quality-adjusted stock of capitalequipmentand its relativeprice for the post-1983periodis describedin the
Appendix.
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Since we are interestedin the skill premium,we also distinguishbetween two
types of labor-skilled and unskilled.It is standardin the literatureto define
the level of labor skill on the basis of the level of workers'education. Most
education-basedmeasuresshow a strongsecularincreasein the stock of skilled
relativeto unskilledlabor input. Figure 2 shows the ratio of skilled labor hours
worked to unskilled labor hours worked. Skilledlabor is defined as requiring
college completionor better (at least 16 years of school). The data are drawn
from the U.S. Department of Commerce's CurrentPopulation Survey (CPS) over
the 1963-92 period5 and show an increase of more than 100 percent in the ratio

of sk-illedlabor input to unskilledlabor input. Figure 3 shows three patternsin
the skill premiumover this period: a modest increase in the 1960's,a decline
over much of the 1970's, and a sharp increase after 1980. Overall, the skill

premiumincreasedabout 18 percent over the period.
Despite these strong trends in relative input quantitiesand prices, there are
no trends in the shares of income earned by aggregatecapital and aggregate
labor over this period. This is clear in Figure 4, which displaysthe aggregate
labor share of income. This labor share is defined as the ratio of labor
income-wages, salaries,and benefits-to the sum of labor income plus capital
income-depreciation, corporate profits, net interest, and rental income of
persons.
In additionto the quantitiesand prices of these four inputs,we find that the
ratio of the quantityof capitalequipmentto the quantityof skilledlaborinputis
an importantfactor in our analysis.As we discussin the followingsection, this
ratio affects the skill premiumthroughcapital-skillcomplementarity.This ratio
has grownconsistentlyover the entire period, and its growthrate is somewhat
higher after 1980.

3. THE MODEL

The standardneoclassical model has a household sector and a two-factor
aggregateproductionfunction,withjust capitaland laboras the factors.We can
simplifythe analysisconsiderablyby abstractingfrom the householdsector and
focusingon the aggregateproductionfunction.We develop,instead,a four-factor productionfunctionwith different substitutionelasticitiesbetween the two
types of capitaland the two types of labor.
In this model, there are three final goods: consumptionct, structuresinvestment xSV and equipment investment xet. Consumptionand structures are
producedwith a constant returns to scale technology, and equipmentis produced with the same technology scaled by equipment-specifictechnological
progress qt. Under these assumptions,the relativeprice of equipmentis equal
5A description of these data is in the Appendix.
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to l/q, and the aggregateproductionfunctionis given by
(1)

Yt = Ct+St +-t=AtG(kst,

ket,ut,st).

The productionfunctionG has constantreturnsto scale in capitalstructuresks,
capital equipment ke, unskilled labor input ut, and skilled labor input st. In
additionto equipment-specifictechnologicalchange,there is neutraltechnological change, At.
We assume that the productionfunction is Cobb-Douglasover capital structures and a CES function of the three remaining inputs: y = k y1- a. We choose

the CES specificationbecause it is simple, has relativelyfew parameters,and
restricts substitution elasticities to be constant.6 An alternative to the CES form

is the translogfunction. This translog approach,however,has two drawbacks:
the translogfunctionhas manymore parameters,whichwouldreducedegreesof
freedom in our alreadysmall sample, and translogsubstitutionelasticitiesvary
over time, which would complicatequantifyingthe historicaleffects of changes
in factor quantitieson the skill premium.
There are three ways of nesting ke, s, and u within a CES function, two of
which allow for capital-skillcomplementarity:5j = T1(s, T2(ke, u)) and 92 =
T1(u, T2(s, ke)), where T1 and T2 are CES aggregators.The CES functional
form imposes symmetryrestrictions on substitution elasticities. For Yi, the
elasticityof substitutionbetween s and ke is restrictedto be the same as that
between s and u. This restriction,however,is at variancewith factor elasticity
estimates that suggest that the substitutionelasticitybetween skilled labor and
unskilled labor is higher than the substitutionelasticity between skilled labor
and capital.(See Hamermesh(1993).)
For 92' the CES function restricts the elasticity of substitution between
unskilledlabor and skilled labor to be the same as that between unskilledlabor
and equipment.This restriction,however,does not seem to be at variancewith
existingelasticityestimates.Moreover,we find that the first specificationis not
as consistentwith the data as the second specification.Therefore,we use the
second applicationin our analysis:'
-

(2)

G(kstIketIUtISt)

kauT+
=kst[

(1- /,)(AkeP + (1-A)s

PYTIP

/

In this specification,,u and A are parametersthat governincome shares,and aand p (o-, p < 1) govern the elasticity of substitutionbetween unskilled labor,
capital equipment, and skilled labor. The elasticity of substitutionbetween
equipment(or skilled labor) and unskilledlabor is 1/(1 - a-), and the elasticity
of substitutionbetween equipmentand skilled labor is 1/(1 - p). Capital-skill
6Fallon and Layard (1975) have also used a CES production function with capital-skill complementarity. Their research analyzes substitution elasticities between skilled and unskilled labor.
7Goldin and Katz (1998) argue that early 20th century data are also consistent with this nesting.
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complementaryrequires that o-> p. If either oa or p equals zero, the correspondingnesting is Cobb-Douglas.
The laborinputof each type is measuredin efficiencyunits:each inputtype is
a productof the raw numberof labor hours and an efficiencyindex: s,
s,5hs,
and u - Uthu where hi, is the number of hours worked and qii is the
(unmeasured)quality per hour of type i at date t. Clearly qfi can be given
differentinterpretations:it can be humancapital,accumulatedby the agent, or
it can representa skill-specifictechnologylevel, broughtabout by researchand
development.Without direct measures of these two interpretations,however,
they cannot be distinguished.We specifythis unmeasuredterm later.
The Skill Premium From the Model

Now we see how the skill premiumfrom this model is connectedto the factor
inputs.
We denote the skill premiumby w-.Since factor prices are equal to marginal
productsper unit,of work,the skill premiumcan be expressedas a function of
input ratios:

(3)

'=(

)

A

t)+(1

(f st)

_A)l

To illustrate the implications of this expression for the skill premium, we
log-linearizeit and differentiatewith respect to time. Log-linearizingyields
ln

7T

A

+ (1
))ln(

P

+ crl(I

)

Differentiatingwith respect to time and denotingthe growthrate of variablex
by gx, we obtain, after some algebra,
(4)

gTt-(1

-

)(ghu

+ -p)Ak

gh5,) + o(gq,

et

gq,)

(gket- A, t- 9,).

Equation (4) decomposes the growth rate of the skill premium into three
componentsthat have specificeconomic interpretations.This equation gives us
a simple way to use our model to understandhow changes in factor quantities
affect the skill premium and allows us to isolate the effect of capital-skill
complementarity.
The first component, (1 - (o)(gh - gh,), depends on the growth rate of
skilled labor input relative to the growth rate of unskilled labor input-the
relative quantity effect. Since a < 1, relatively faster growth of skilled labor

reduces the skill premium.
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The second component, a (go, - gt,), involves the growth of skilled labor
efficiency relative to that of unskilled labor efficiency-the relativeefficiency
effect. The effect of a relative increase in the growth rate of skilled labor
efficiencyon the skill premiumdepends on oa, which governs the substitution
elasticity between the two labor inputs. If a> 0, so that the elasticity of
substitutionbetween the two types is greater than one, a relative improvement
in the qualityof skilledlabor increasesthe skill premium.However,if oa< 0, so
that the substitutionelasticity is less than one, a relative improvementin the
efficiencyof skilled labor leads to a relativeincreasein the marginalproductof
unskilledlabor,which results in a decline in the skill premium.
is the capitals
The third component, (r - p)A(ke,/sA)P(gkegh,t-gt),
effect.This componentdependson two factors:the growthrate
complementarity
of equipmentrelative to the growthrates of skilled and unskilledlabor input
and the ratio of capital equipmentto efficiencyunits of skilled labor input. If
a > p, skilled labor is more complementarywith equipment than is unskilled
labor. In this case, faster growth in equipment tends to increase the skill
premiumas it increasesthe relativedemandfor skilled labor.
The effect of (ket/st)P on the skill premium depends on the shape of the

isoquantsof the technology.If equipmentgrowsfaster than skilled labor input,
then the growth rate of the skill premiumtends to increase over time when
p > 0 (more substitutablethan Cobb-Douglas),but to decrease when p < 0.
With p < 0, the share of income paid to equipmentrelativeto the share paid to
skilledlaborgoes to zero in the limit, and income is thus dividedsolely between
skilled and unskilled labor. Since the share of income paid to skilled labor is
bounded,so is the growthrate of the skill premium.8
4.

QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS

Now we use our model to analyzequantitativelythe sourcesof changesin the
skill premium.We find those sourcesto be primarilychangesin observedfactor
inputs.
Stochastic Specification

With values for the parametersof the productionfunction, equation (4) can
be used to assess how the skill premiumhas been affected by changes in factor
inputs. We choose values for these parameters by calibratingsome of the
parametersand estimatingothers.The processof choosingparametervalues has
three steps: (i) specification of the stochastic elements in the model, (ii)
specification of the equations to be estimated, and (iii) estimation of the
parameters.
8A steady-state growth path exists if p = cr= 0 or if the long-run growth rates of all inputs in
efficiency units are the same. Since we do not model household choices, our analysis does not have
predictions for the long-run growth rates of these inputs.
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(i) Stochastic Element Specification

Our model has two stochastic components. One is the relative price of
equipment.This relative price plays a role in the constructionof the rate of
return on equipmentinvestment,which we describe below. The model's other
stochasticcomponentis the pair of efficiencyfactors of the two types of labor.
These efficiencyfactorvariablesare assumedto be unobservedby the econometrician.Since this studyfocuses on whetherchanges in observablevariablescan
accountfor trend changesin the skill premium,our benchmarkspecificationhas
no trend variationin labor qualityof the two types. Thus, the skill premiumin
this +specification
is drivenentirelyby two factors:the relativequantityeffect and
the capital-skillcomplementarityeffect.
To facilitate drawinga connection between our analysisand the literature,
however,we conduct one analysis in which it is necessaryto allow for trend
differencesin unmeasuredlabor quality.To make this interpretation,we specify
the stochasticprocess governinglabor qualityof the two types as the following
simple trend stationaryprocess (in logs):
(5)

(Pt-- ln(qt),

;Pt= ;Po+ yt +

Ct

where 'Pt is a (2 x 1) vector of the log of labor qualityof the two types, y is a
(2 x 1) vector of growthrates of the two types of labor quality, 90 is a (2 x 1)
vector of c'onstantsspecifyingthe value of the efficiencyfactorsat the beginning
of the sample, and wt is a vector shock process that we assume is multivariate
normaland is i.i.d.with covariancematrix Q: -i N(O, 2). The i.i.d. assumption simplifiesparameterestimationconsiderably.9For our benchmarkspecification with no unmeasuredtrend changes,the elements of y are zeroes.
(ii) Equation Specification

We will use the first-orderconditionsof a profit-maximizing
firm,rewrittenas
income shares, to estimate the parametersof the model. This will let us assess
easily the extent to which our model preservesthe standardneoclassicalgrowth
model's consistencywith the relative constancyof aggregate labor's share of
income and the averagerate of returnon physicalcapital.
We use three equationsin the estimation:
(6)()

Wsthst
wlshh, +wuthut Ih(

(7)
Wuthut

X +

= wbrt(fcpt,
Xt; (p),

9We identify neutral technological progress by using our production function and measures of
output. We define output as the domestic product of the private sector, excluding the housing and
farm sectors.
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and
(8)

(1-5s)

+At+ GkS(t+,, Xt+1; P)
=Et

(- O

5e) + qt At+1Gke(9Dt+ls

Xt+1; ()

Equations (6) and (7) are based on income shares implied by the firm's
first-orderconditionsfor hiringskilled and unskilledlabor, and these equations
are similar to those used by Griliches (1969) in his study of capital-skill
complementarity.Equation(6) specifiesthat the total share of labor income in
the model (lsht), definedby the marginalproductsfrom the productionfunction,
equalsthe aggregatelaborshare of income in the data.The data for the left side
of the equation are the ratio of labor income to the sum of labor and capital
income. Equation(7) requiresthat the share of income earned by skilled labor
relative to that of unskilled labor in the data be equal to the corresponding
productionfunction object, which we denote by wbrt.This condition for the
wage-billratio, which is the ratio of earnings of skilled workers to unskilled
decision in hiringskilled
workers,also follows from the firm'sprofit-maximizing
and unskilled labor. Note that isht and wbrtare functions of Xt and 4. The
is defined
85, a, /cr,A, a-, p, I y,}(fl6
vector 4 contains the parameters Q
below),and Xt is the set of factor inputs {kst,ket,hst,hut}.
Since there are no standardmeasures of rental rates for equipment and
structures,we must constructa proxyfor these prices.To do so, we equate the
expectednet rate of returnon investmentin structureswith that on investment
in equipment.This is a simpleway of ensuringthat differencesin rates of return
between these two types of capital are not implausiblylarge. The left side of
equation (8) is the date t + 1 rate of return on structuresinvestment.This is
equal to the sum of two components:(i) the marginalproduct of structures,
At+ lGks(Pt+1,Xt+1;4), where Gk is the partial derivativeof the production
function with respect to structures,and (ii) undepreciatedcapital structures
(1 - 85).The right side of equation(8) is the expected date t + 1 rate of return
on equipmentinvestment.This also is equal to the sum of two components:(i)
the marginal product of equipment investment, qtAt+ lGke( t+ 1 Xt+ 1; 4), where
Gke is the partial derivativeof the productionfunction with respect to equipment, and (ii) undepreciatedcapital equipmentmultipliedby the expected-rate
of change in the relative price of equipment: Et(qt/qt +1)(1 - be). Since the price

of equipmenthas been falling over time, the term Et(qt/qt+1) is the expected
capital loss on undepreciatedequipment.
In equation (8), we assume that there is no risk premium, which lets us
abstractfrom the covariancebetween consumptionand returns in the estimation procedure,and we assume that the tax treatmentsl' of these two types of
10

We have used the tax measuresconstructedby Cummins,Hassett, and Hubbard(1994) to
explorethe implicationsof this assumptionand found that the resultsare similar.
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investmentare identical." Our final simplifyingassumptionis to substitutethe
first term on the right side of equation(8) with (1 - 8,)q,/q,+ 1 + ?t, where et is
the i.i.d. forecasterror.This is assumedto be normallydistributed:? N(0, 'q).
From our productionfunction, it follows that At =yt/G( ) in equation (1).
Given the estimated parametersand observationson inputs and outputs, this
functionprovidesa simpleway to identifyneutral technicalchange residually.
(iii) ParameterEstimation

The benchmark model is a nonlinear state-space model that takes the
following form: measurement equations: Zt =f(Xt,
t et; 4t) and state equa+ wt. The function f(f) contains the three nonlinear observational
tions: Pt
=

90

equations-the rate of return equalitycondition and the two share equations.
The rate of returndifferenceand the income sharesare containedin the (3 X 1)
vector

Zt

X

is the set of inputs described above,

't

is the (2 x 1) vector of

unobservable logged quality factors which evolve according to the process
specified in the state equation, and et and wt are (3 x 1) and (2 x 1) vectors,
respectively,of i.i.d. normallydistributeddisturbances.
This latent nature of Pt and the nonlinearity of f(f) complicate estimation.

Indicatingwith superscriptT the vector of observations,we can write the joint
function(p.d.f.)of our model as F(ZT, 0T IXT, 4). Since
probabilityNdistribution
FT is latent, we can only observe F(ZTIXT,
4). Therefore,to map the model
into the data,we must collapsethe firstp.d.f.into the second.The joint presence
of the nonlinearityof the measurementequations and the stochastic latent
variablespreventsus from using standardKalmanfilteringmethods.Therefore,
we use simulationtechniquesto estimate the parameters.
In a companionpaper (Ohanianet al. (forthcoming)),we analyzethe econometric issues associatedwith the specificationand estimationof our model and
compare the performanceof different simulation-basedestimators. We conclude in that paper that when the unobservablevariablesare Gaussian trend
stationaryprocesses, simulatedpseudo-maximumlikelihood(SPML)estimation
using the first and second moments is fast and produces parameterestimates
with negligiblebias in samples of size 30. We therefore use this techniquefor
estimatingthe parametersof this model.12
We use a two-step version of SPML. (See White (1994).) This version of
SPML is useful when some of the variables are potentially endogenous. We
treat the date t stocksof capitalequipmentand capitalstructuresas exogenous,
but we allow for the possibilitythat date t values of skilled and unskilledlabor
input may respond to date t realizationsof the technology and labor quality
shocks.The two-stepprocedurewe use takes into account this potential endo1"For simplicity, we assume that A,+ 1 and 'p + 1 are known when investment decisions are made.
Thus, only q+ 1 is unknown. This assumption simplifies estimation substantially, because it lets us
abstract from specifying a separate stochastic process for A.
12 See Gourieroux, Monfort, and Trognon (1984) and Laroque and Salanie (1989, 1993, 1994).
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geneity along the lines of two-stageleast squares.In the first step, skilled and
unskilledlaborinput are projectedonto exogenousvariables.In the second step,
the fittedvalues of these two series are used in SPML.Furtherdiscussionof the
estimationmethod is in the Appendix.
The parametervector (P has a dimensionof 15. Given our sample size of 30,
we reducethe numberof parametersthat we estimateby calibratingsome of the
parametersand imposingsome restrictions.Initially,we found that the covariance between the shock to skilled labor qualityand unskilledlabor qualitywas
near zero (2e - 7) and that the variances of these two shocks were very similar

(0.04 versus0.05).Therefore,we imposedthe conditionthat the shockshad zero
covarianceand identicalvariances.This implies that we can rewritethe covariance matrix 12= -q2I2,where -q,2is the common innovationvariance and I2 is

the (2 x 2) identity matrix. Each of the parameters 90, 1PuO,A, and ,u.can act as

a scalingfactor, and one of these parametersmust be fixed as a normalization.
We choose to fix a priorithe initial skill level of skilled labor efficiency Pso.
We also calibratesome of the parameters.We follow Greenwood,Hercowitz,
and Krusell (1997) in choosing values for the depreciationrates of structures
and equipment: 85= 0.05 and be = 0.125. We also estimate an ARIMA model
for the relative price of equipment, qt, and use the estimated innovation
variance as the variance of the one-step forecast error for the relative price:
-q2

= 0.02.1'

There are seven remainingparametersto be estimated:the curvatureparameters oa and p, which govern the substitutionelasticities; a, which is structures'
share of income; A and ,u, the weights in the CES nestings of the production
the initialvalue for unskilledlaborefficiency;and -q,2,the variance
function;q&uo,
of the labor efficiencyshocks.
Findings

We estimate the parametersfor the benchmarkmodel using two-stepSPML
from 1963 to 1992. The estimates, based on 500 simulations,are presented in
Tables I and II, with asymptoticstandarderrorsin parenthesesin Table I.
TABLE I
Two-STEP SPML PARAMETERESTIMATES,BENCHMARKMODEL
Parameter

Value
(Std. error)
13

.401
(.234)

p

a

nc2

- .495
(.048)

.117
(.007)

.043
(.003)

We estimatethe parameter-q, as (1- be) times the standarderrorof the residualsof a linear
regressionof qt+ 1/qt on the variablesin the informationset 6. The resultsare robustto different
specificationsof the conditionalmean. The estimated equation is qt = 0.5 - O.005t+ 0.48qt-1 t where ^1 -qt+ /q,, with R2 = 0.49 and 6 = 0.023. See Hamilton (1994) for a
1.07et1+
discussionof estimationof ARMA models.
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TABLE II
ESTIMATED SUBSTITUTION ELASTICITIES, BENCHMARK MODEL

Between Labor and Equipment:
Unskilled (1/(1 - cr))
Skilled (1/(1 - p))

1.67
.67

The estimates are consistentwith the theory of capital-skillcomplementarity:
a > p. Moreover,the substitutionelasticities implied by these parametersare
similar to those reported in the micro literature. The estimated substitution
elasticity between unskilled labor and equipment and, by symmetry,unskilled
laborand skilledlabor is 1.67.This is similarto a substitutionelasticitybetween
unskilled labor and skilled labor of 1.5 reported by Johnson (1997) and is
roughlyin the middle of the range of elasticities between unskilled labor and
capital surveyed by Hamermesh (1993). Similarly,the estimated substitution
elasticitybetween skilled labor and equipmentis 0.67, which is also well within
the range of elasticitiesby Hamermesh(1993).'4Note also that our estimate of
capitalstructures'share of income (a )-at 11.7 percent-is very close to the 13
percent share calibratedby Greenwood,Hercowitz,and Krusell(1997).
Figures5-8 show the behaviorof the estimatedequationsin our benchmark
model. These include ex post rates of return on equipment and structures
computedfrom our model (Figure 5), aggregatelabor'sshare of income in the
model and in the data (Figure 6), and the share of labor income paid to skilled
labor (the wage-billratio) in the model and in the data (Figure 7). The model
statisticspresented in these figuresare generatedby setting the i.i.d. shocks to
labor quality to zero at every date. Consequently,fluctuationsin the model's
predictionsare entirelydue to changesin observableinputs.
We find that the predictionsof the estimated benchmarkmodel are broadly
consistentwith the data.
This is particularlytrue for the labor variables.The model is able to capture
the behaviorof the relativeincome shares of skilled and unskilledlabor closely,
because it reproducesthe sharpincrease over this 30-yearperiod.The model is
also consistentwith the relativeconstancyof aggregatelabor'sshare of income.
This findingis interesting,because our nested CES productionfunction places
no restrictionson the behaviorof income shares over time.
The model'spredictionsfor the capitalvariablesare reasonable,even though
their levels are not restrictedeither. The ex post rate of return on structures
computedfrom our model averagesabout 4 percent and fluctuatesbetween 3
and 5 percent. The ex post rate of return on equipment computed from our
14Alternative definitions of substitution elasticities are sometimes used in the factor substitution
elasticity literature, such as the Allen partial elasticity of substitution. Our definition of the
substitution elasticity between skilled labor and equipment, which is solely a function of the
curvature parameter p, differs from the Allen definition, which involves not only curvature
parameters but also factor shares. Thus, directly comparing our estimate for this elasticity and some
of the others in the literature is difficult.
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model averagesabout 6 percent and is considerablymore volatile than that of
structures.This higher volatilityis due to unexpected changes in the relative
price of equipment.For example, the ex post return on equipmentin 1974 is
about 17 percent, which is due to a large unexpectedincrease in the price of
equipment.15The 1974return,alongwith a few other exceptionallyhigh returns,
is primarilyresponsiblefor the higher averagereturnon equipment.16
The skill premiumin the data and that predictedby the benchmarkmodel are
shownin Figure8. Driven entirelyby changesin observedfactor quantities,our
model capturesthe three main changesin the skill premiumthat occurredover
this 30-yearperiod:an increase in the skill premiumin the 1960's,a decline in
the 1970's,and a sharpincrease after 1980.
To understandthe specificrole of capital-skillcomplementarityin the predictions of our model, we compute the skill premiumwithout capital-skillcomplementarity.To do this, we maintain the substitutionelasticity of 1.67 between
skilled labor and unskilledlabor,but restrictthe substitutionelasticitybetween
equipment and the two types of labor to be the same. By shutting off the
capital-skillcompLementarity
effect, this exercise isolates the relative quantity
effect on the skill premium.The prediction for the skill premium from this
version of our model differs sharplyfrom that in the benchmarkmodel. The
model without capital-skillcomplementaritypredicts that the large increase in
skilled labor would have reduced the skill premiumby about 40 percent over
this period.This standsin sharpcontrastto the 20 percentincreasepredictedby
our benchmarkmodel.
These results indicate that both the relative quantitycomponent,which has
exerted downwardpressureon the skill premium,and the capital-skillcomplementaritycomponent,which has exerted upwardpressure,have had quantitatively importanteffects over the period. Figure 9 and 10 show the effects of
these two components in a historical decompositionof the log of the skill
premiumfrom the benchmarkmodel into these two components.The relative
quantity effect is shown in Figure 9. This effect is negative throughoutthe
sample and clearlycontributedsignificantlyto the decline of the skill premium
duringthe 1970's.This findingis consistentwith Katz and Murphy(1992). The
contributionof the capital-skillcomplementarityeffect is shown in Figure 10.
This factor is the drivingforce behind the increase in the skill premium.We
estimate that the capital-skillcomplementarityeffect increased the skill premium about 60 percent over the sample. We find that it was particularly
importantin the 1960's,when it increasedthe skill premiumabout 2.5 percent
per year on average,and after 1980,when it increasedthe skill premiumabout
2.1 percent per year. In contrast,this componenthad a smaller positive effect
15
The large increase in the relative price is evident both in the official national income and
product accounts' (NIPA) equipment price index and in Gordon's (1990) quality-adjusted data.
16 Besides the effect of a few influential observations, other factors may account for the
difference between the ex post average returns on equipment and structures. In particular,
equipment may yield a higher rate of return than structures because the volatility of equipment
returns is so much higher. This could occur if investors were risk averse.
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decomposition of the benchmark model's skill premium, 1963-91 (logs).

between 1969 and 1979,increasingthe skill premiumonly about 1.4\percentper
year. Overall,the capital-skillcomplementarityeffect, which has driventhe skill
premiumup to about 60 percent over the entire sample,dominatesthe relative
quantityeffect, which has driventhe premiumdown about 40 percent.17
17

We assessed the robustness of our results by considering two changes to our model. First, we
used an alternative definition of skill in which skilled workers were those with at least some college
education (13 or more years of school). The basic findings were similar, with the elasticity of
substitution between skilled labor and equipment very similar to that in the benchmark case and a
moderately higher elasticity of substitution between unskilled labor and equipment (1.89 versus 1.67
in the benchmark model). Second, we assessed the sensitivity of our results to differential tax
treatment of structures and equipment. There are two sources of differences in tax treatment:
different depreciation allowances and the use of the investment tax credit (ITC), which applies only
to equipment purchases. Cummins, Hassett, and Hubbard (1994) construct annual time seriQeson the
ITC and the present value of depreciation allowances for equipment and structures over the
1953-88 period. We incorporated the ITC into our analysis, but could not use their data on
depreciation allowances directly, since that would have required us to keep track of the entire
distribution of equipment and structures. Thus, a comprehensive analysis of tax differences across
assets is beyond the scope of this paper. Adding the ITC to our analysis did not change the findings
in any important way. The results were very similar to those in the benchmark model-the
elasticities of substitution were nearly identical. (The parameters are not strictly comparable to
those reported in Section 4, since the model with the ITC can be estimated only through 1988.) The
average net ex post rate of return on equipment is about 3 percent higher than that on structures
with the tax benefit of the ITC, versus 2 percent higher in the benchmark model. We conclude that
explicitly accounting for the ITC does not materially change our findings.
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To evaluate how the recent increase in the growth rate of equipment has
contributedto rising inequality,we conduct a counterfactualexercise in which
we hold fixed the quantitiesof skilled and unskilledlabor input and lower the
averagegrowthrate of equipmentafter 1975 to its averagebefore and during
1975. We then comparethe model'sskill premiumunder this assumptionto that
generatedunderthe actualtime path of equipment.This analysisis summarized
in Figure 11. We find that if equipmenthad grownat its averagerate through
1975 in the years after 1975, the skill premium would have risen about 8 percent

relativeto its value in 1963. This is less than the 18 percent increase predicted
by the Modelunder the actual time path of the stock of equipmentand suggests
that the capital-skillcomplementarityeffect may be a key factor in understanding the increasein inequalityover the last 20 years.
InterpretingSkill-Biased Technological Change as Capital-SkillComplementarity

We now link our analysis,which focuses on the importanceof capital-skill
complementarityin accountingfor the growthin skill premium,to other studies
that have shown that a key component in accountingfor that growth is an
unmeasuredtrend or some other low-frequencycomponent.Many economists
(for example,Bound and Johnson(1992))have interpretedthis trendcomponent
as skill-biased,technological change that has shifted the demand for skilled labor.

The quantitativeimportanceof a trend componenthas been reportedby Katz
and Murphy (1992) (KM). They find that a simple supply/demand model
1.20
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specifyingthe log of the skill premium18as a function of a linear time trend,
which representsa relative demandshifter for skilled labor, and the log of the
ratio of unskilledto skilledlabor input can accountfor much of the variationin
the skill premiumover time. They estimate their equation using ordinaryleast
squares and report the following coefficient estimates:19 ln rt= 0.709 ln(h,t/
hst) + 0.03t.

The KM finding has led many economists to ask what explicit economic
factors lie behind the time trend in this equation. The results from our
benchmarkmodel suggestthat one possiblefactoris capital-skillcomplementarity. If this is true, then the capital-skillcomplementaryeffect should have
important low-frequencycomponents. Our analysis shows that it does-the
correlationbetween the capital-skillcomplementarityeffect and the time trend
is about 0.98. We also generated the predictedskill premiumfrom our benchmarkmodel and used this predictionto estimatethe KM model. That estimated
model fits the skill premiumfrom our benchmarkmodel well, with a significant
coefficient on the time trend variable.20 These findings suggest that the KM

time trendvariablemay be a proxyfor capital-skillcomplementarity.
While capital-skillcomplementaritymay be a reasonable interpretationfor
the KM trend, there are other interpretations.One is that the trend is due to
different growth rates of unmeasuredlabor efficiencyof unskilled and skilled
workers.21This can be assessedby derivingthe KM model from our model with
equal elasticitiesof substitutionbetween skilled labor and capital and between
unskilled labor and capital (with no capital-skillcomplementarity)and trend
differencesin the growthof unmeasuredlabor quality.Given the-specification
for the log of labor quality(5), the log of the skill premiumin this version is
(9)

ln X = (1 _ )

hut + o-( )/ - Y,)t

A comparison of the log of the skill premiums from our model with no
capital-skillcomplementarityand from the KM model indicatesthat the coefficient on the time trend in the KM model can be interpretedas the productof
oa, the curvatureparameter governing the elasticity of substitutionbetween

18 Katz and Murphy(1992) consider skilled workersto be those with college completionand
unskilledthose with high school completion.
19
Fitting the KM equation to our data, which differ somewhatfrom KM in the definitionof
unskilledworkers,yieldsvery similarresults.
20
We also tried to estimate the equation with both the trend term and the capital-skill
complementarityeffect. Since these two terms are very highlycorrelated,the estimates suffered
frommulticollinearity.
21 Laitner(1998) developsthis point.
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skilledand unskilledlaborand the differencein the trendgrowthrates of skilled
and unskilledlaborquality,(y, - y). Based on the Katz-MurphyOLS estimates,
the impliedannualgrowthrate of skilled labor qualityis more than 11 percentage points higher than that of unskilled labor quality.This means that skilled
labor qualityhas increased by a factor of about 30 relative to unskilledlabor
qualityover this 30-yearperiod.
While this alternativeinterpretationof the KM trendcan accountfor changes
in the skill premium,it requiresa substantialdifferencein the growthrates of
unmeasuredlabor quality.We are unawareof any data consistentwith this large
d4ifference.
The fact that labor qualityis unobserved,combinedwith the lack of
evidence supporting changes of the required magnitude, suggests that this
alternative interpretationof the KM trend is less compelling than that of
capital-skillcomplementarity.

5.

IMPLICATIONS

While the developmentof better and cheaper capitalequipmentbenefits the
economy as a whole, our results show how this developmentdrives down the
wages of unskilledworkersand has implicationsfor the efficacyof alternative
public\policies.One popularproposalto try to narrowthe gap between skilled
and unskilled labor has been to increase trade barriers to protect domestic
unskilled labor from competition with low-wage foreign labor. However, our
findingssuggest that this type of policy may not be as successfulas its proponents believe because low-wageforeign labor is not the only factor competing
with domesticlabor.Unskilledlabor is also competingwith persistentlycheaper
and better capital equipment.Thus, our results suggest, the key to narrowing
inequalityis better education and trainingfor unskilledworkers.By improving
skills, workerscan use new equipmentand raise their own productivity,rather
than be replacedby new machines.
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APPENDIX
DATA CONSTRUCrIONAND MODEL ESTIMATION

1. DATA CONSTRUCTION
Labor Input

The sources of our labor input data are the U.S. Departmentof Commerce'sCPS Annual
DemographicUniformMarchFiles for the years 1964-88 and the CPSAnnualDemographicMarch
Files for the years 1989-93. We include all people between 16 and 70 years old, excludingthe
self-employed.We constructthe series for skilledand unskilledlaborinputand wagesin two steps.
In the first step, we constructseveral hundreddemographicgroupsand recordsome variablesin
each group.In the secondstep, we sort these groupsinto two categories:skilledlaborand unskilled
averages.
labor.The variablesare aggregatedacrossgroupsto obtaincategory-specific
For each person,we recordthe followingcharacteristics:age, race, sex, years of education,and
the CPS samplingweights.We also recordcurrentemploymentstatus,weeksworkedlast year,hours
workedlast week, and labor income earned last year.22We use the index i for workersand the
index t for the currentyear.
Age is dividedinto 11 five-yeargroups.The racevariableis groupedinto white,black,and others.
There are two sexes. Finally,educationstatus is groupedso that Ei < 11 means no high school
diploma,Ei = 12 means high school graduate,12 < Ei < 15 meanssome college, and Ei > 15 means
college graduateand more.
Each workeris assignedto one group definedby age, race, sex, and education.There are 264
groups,whichgeneratea partitionof the populationin the sampleand whichwe denote by g G G.
For each partition,we constructan averagemeasureof the laborinput and the laborearnings.For
the computationof the group labor input, we must take into account the labor input of those
workerswho reportedzero hoursworkedlast week. (This can occur althoughthey workedlast year
for a positive numberof weeks: the week before the surveythey were either unemployedor, if
employed,not at work.)We make this correctionby assumingthat their weeklysupplyof hours is
equalto that of the averageworkerwith nonzerohoursworkedbelongingto the same group.Hourly
wage is the ratiobetweenlast year'slaborincome and last year'smeasureof laborinput(in hours).
We obtain the following measures of individual labor input lit and hourly wage wit: li t- 1 = hitwki tif worked last week and li,t- 1 = hgtwki,t- l if did not work last week, where
gt

Y-i , gl(lfsit = O)hit 1-it
Ei E
= e) it
gl(fsit

Then we have wi,I I yi, ti

lg it 1

1/li, t - 1.

Therefore,for the groupg, we obtain

g li, t-1 ILit

F-i E g Ait
Wg,t-1=

Y-i E=gWi, t - 1

and

ALg, t=

it

Y-i
Egg AiEt.

We aggregatethe set G of 264 groupsindexedby g into skilled and unskilledcategoriesand
computemeasuresof the total annuallabor input for skilledworkersNt and of their hourlywage
W,tand total annuallaborinputfor the unskilledNUtand their hourlywage Wat.
22 No correction has been made for top-coded earnings. For instance, Juhn, Murphy, and Pierce
(1993) impute earnings as 1.33 times the top-coded value, but they report that their results are not
sensitive to this correction.
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We assume that the groups within a class are perfect substitutes, and for the aggregation, we use
as weights the group wages of 1980. Let j = s, u indicate the skilled and the unskilled type,
respectively. Then the total labor input (in hours) for the two categories is Nj t- =
Eg E Gjt g,t- lWg,80Agt. The average hourly labor income is
ylg E Gjtwg, t _ l lg, t - 1 I-gt

Nj,t_1
Since wages and labor input data in the survey refer always to one year earlier, our sample spans the
period 1963-92.
Capital Equipment
Many economists have argued that the standard measure of capital equipment is deficient: it
understates quality changes. Gordon (1990) has constructed quality-adjusted measures of equipment
prices from 1947 to 1983 that can be used to construct an alternative measure of the stock of capital
equipment. We use Gordon's (1990) data to do this, and we consider the following four categories of
equipment:
* Office information processing (GIP): office computing and accounting machinery (OCAM)
(made up of computers and peripherals (COMP) and other (OFF)); and other office and information
processing (OTHOIP) (made up of communications (COMM) and instruments, photocopy, and
related equipment (INST)).
* General industrial equipment (INDEQ).
* Transportation (TRANSP).
* Others (OTHER).
Gordon (1990) uses a T6rnqvist (TORN) index to aggregate the quality-adjusted prices. For N
goods, labeled i = 1.
N, the change of the TORN price index from t - 1 to t is
ATORNt=

E log( pj,7l)

2

where p' is the price level of good i in year t and s" is the nominal expenditure on good i in year t.
This index is an annual chain-weighted index. For rapidly changing prices and shares, chain-weighted
indices provide better approximations than fixed-weight indices.
For the sample period after 1983, we know of no existing quality-adjusted series for the categories
above, except for computers. To construct these series, we aggregate the 16 primary categories used
by Gordon (1990) into the four main groups: OIP, INDEQ, TRANSP, and OTHER. The share for
OIP doubled between 1947 and 1983, with much of the increase occurring in the early and
mid-1980s. The other price indices, however, did not change dramatically. Therefore, we assume that
the relationships between the quality-adjusted and the official-price indices were stable over time for
these categories. We forecast the quality-adjusted prices for 1983-92 using the series of the official
NIPA price indices, which are available up to 1992.
We estimate a vector autoregression (VAR) for the period 1963-83 for the quality-adjusted price
indices for INDEQ, TRANSP, and OTHER in levels using their past values, the lagged official
NIPA price indices, and a lagged indicator of the business cycle.23 Then we forecast recursively up
to 1992, exploiting the fact that the exogenous variables are observable for that period. (Details
about the estimated equations are available on request.) Until 1983, the values are from Gordon's
(1990) series; starting from 1984, values are forecasted.
Constructing a quality-adjusted series for OIP is important, because this is the category with the
largest change in price and relative share. We first split the OIP category into COMP and equipment
23
Our lagged indicator is a composite index of four lagged indicators, named DLAGG in the
Citibase data set.
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other than computersand peripherals(OFF, COMM,and INST).For communicationsequipment
and instruments,we use the same forecastingtechniqueas before,but we fit two separateequations
this time, becausethe databefore 1984do not showany strongcomovements.(Resultsare available
on request.)These equationsare then used to forecastprices after 1983.For the OFF category,we
use the officialNIPA price index.
price indices is available.
For computersand peripherals,a large literatureon quality-adjusted
The COMP category is composed of personal computers(PCs), other computers(mainframes,
workstations,and midrangecomputers),and peripherals.Computersand periphersupercomputers,
als held by consumersare not relevantfor our measureof capitalinput;therefore,we consideronly
the durablesused in the businesssector. The StatisticalAbstract of the United States (U.S. Department of Commerce(1991,1992))reportsthat the shareof PCs in the businesssectorincreasedfrom
Assumingthat
37 percentto 57 percentof the total expenditureon PCs in the decadeconsidered.24
all other types of computersare held by the businesssector and that peripheralsare sharedby the
home and businesssectorsin the same proportionas computers,we estimatethat between1983and
1992the shareof mainframes,workstations,and othercomputersin the total expenditureon COMP
declined from 46 percent to 35 percent,while the share of PCs increasedfrom 9 percent to 21
percent.The share of peripheralswas constantat around44 percentof total COMP.
The only existingadjustedprice indexfor peripheralsis that computedby Cole et al. (1986) for
the period 1972-84. It shows an averageannualdecline of 10 percent,which is lower (in absolute
value) by a factor of 1.3 than the correspondingmagnitudefor the total adjustedprice series for
OCAMtaken fromGordon(1990).Using the sharesof the categories,we computethat the ratio of
the decline in the price of peripheralsto that of PCs and mainframesis 0.65. We assumethat this
ratio also holds for the period 1984-92. Given the adjustedprice indices for different types of
computers,we can also recover that of peripherals.Brown and Greenstein (1995) compute an
adjustedseriesfor pricesof mainframes,andthey findthat in the period 1985-91,pricesdeclined30
percent,on average,everyyear. We assumethat that percentagechange also holds for all other
price
computers,except PCs. Berndt,Griliches,and Rappaport(1995) computea hedonic-adjusted
indexfor PCs from 1989to 1992and concludethat the price declinedmore than 29 percenta year.
Moreover,they report a result from an earlier study that covered 1983-88, in which the average
declinewas 22 percent.For the missingyears,we assumethat the change in price is an averageof
the changein the precedingand followingyears,when the point of the sampleis interior,as in 1989
for PCs. Otherwise,we assumethat the price changeis equal to that for the closest year for which
an observationis available,as for 1983, 1984, and 1992 for mainframes.Our results confirmthe
widelyheld view that the NIPA indexstill underestimatesthe true decline in price for COMP.
We aggregatethe price indices for the four main categorieswith the TORN-procedure.We
constructthe relativeprice index by dividingthe aggregateTORN price series by the deflatorfor
nondurableand serviceconsumption.
We constructinvestmentin capitalequipmentin efficiencyunits by deflatingthe nominalseries
price indexfor equipment.We
of investmentin equipmentfromNIPA throughour quality-adjusted
obtain the series for capital equipment starting from a value of capital that matches the
investment/capitalratio in Gordon(1990,Table 12.6)for 1963 and recursivelyconstructingcapital
the next period with investmentand the depreciationratio of 0.125 calibratedas describedin
Section4 of the paper.Table Al summarizesthe averagegrowthrates of the relativeprice and the
capitalstock in efficiencyunits for our computationand for the NIPA data before and after 1980,
the key year in the time patternof the skill premium.
2.

ECONOMETRIC TECHNIQUES

likelihoodestimation(SPMLE)
To estimate the model, we used a simulatedpseudo-maximum
algorithmoriginallydevelopedby Laroqueand Salanie(1989, 1993, 1994).They also prove consistency and asymptoticnormalityof SPMLE.
24 For the shareof differenttypesof computers,the shareof peripherals,and the fractionsold to
business,see U.S. Departmentof Commerce(1991), Tables 1273, 1274, 1277, pp. 754-755) and
(1992,Tables 1256 and 1258,p. 771).
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TABLE Al
AVERAGE
OFMAINSERIES
ANNUALPERCENTAGE
CHANGES
% Change During
Series

Relative Price
NIPA
TORN
Capital Equipment
NIPA
TORN

1963-79

1980-92

-0.3
-3.6

-2.6
-6.0

4.6
6.8

3.4
7.4

To allow for the possible dependence of hours worked on shocks, we use the two-stage SPML
developed by White (1994), which is similar in spirit to two-stage least squares. We treat skilled and
unskilled labor input as endogenous, and we project these variables onto a constant, current, and
lagged stock of capital equipment and structures, the lagged relative price of equipment, a trend,
and the lagged value of the U.S. Commerce Department's composite index of business cycle
indicators. We then use the fitted (instrumented) values of skilled and unskilled labor input from this
first-stage regre'ssion in a second-stage analysis described below. We define the vector Xt as
consisting of the stocks of equipment and structures and of the instrumented values of skilled and
unskilled labor input.
In the second stage of the analysis, we use the instruments and the instrumented values of the
labor input series with SPMLE. This proceeds as follows: given the distributional assumptions on the
error terms, for each date t observation, we generate S realizations of the dependent variables, each
indexed by i, by following two steps.
(Al)

Step 1:

(Pt'=qo

Step 2:

Zt =f(Xt,

?yt ?t.
qti, ?t; p).

In Step 1, we draw a realization of wt from its distribution and use it to construct a date t value for
ft = log( t). In Step 2, this realization of flt, together with a draw of St, let us generate a realization
of Zt.

By simulating the model through equation (Al), we can obtain the first and second moments,
respectively, of Zt:
is 1S
and
VS( X ; 4 )

=

-

(Zt-f

( I, (/t, ?t; k)
Xt2

-Z f(Xt',

On the basis of these moments constructed for each t = 1.
objective function

(A2)
(A2)

2~(ZT;){Z
6s
(Z

)= T

[Zt-mVMS(Xt;o)f ws(t;

4))))

S';
?t

.)

T, we can write the second-stage
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where 1,2(Zt; 4)) denotes the second-stage objective function. The SPML estimator ST is the
maximizer of equation (A2). Note that throughout the maximization procedure of the objective
function, the same set of (Tx S) random numbers for each component of the three-dimensional
vector of shocks must be used to ensure that the likelihood is deterministic.
In another paper, Ohanian et al. (forthcoming), we present a detailed Monte Carlo analysis on
the properties of this estimator in small samples and with trending variables. There we find, in
general, very little mean and median basis, even for S = 10. For S = 50, the mean bias is essentially
zero.
We compute standard errors for the parameter estimates using White's (1994) formulae. The
computations of the exact asymptotic standard errors take into account the first-stage parameter
uncertainty in the instrumental variable estimation.
Define the set of potentially endogenous variables as XT and the set of instruments as WT. The
first-stage likelihood function is l1(XT; WT, 0), and the second-stage likelihood function is
* ) is the linear projection of XT in the space of WT. The
/o2(ZT; XT(WT, 0*), 4)), where gT(WT
"*" parameters denote the pseudo-true values.
and similarly for the other parameters. Moreover, define
82/dO0'
Let VF. dI//dO and V
the matrices

[

H*

1

0

vtel(o*)

and
F

val(o ) vwl(*

L 2( 0*, 4)*y)

1( 0*,

)
O*)

70

0/1(0* ) 7,/2(0*
* /2( )72(0*,

1+
)* )

Theorem 6.11 in White (1994) establishes that the asymptotic variance-covariance matrix of OT iS
var(T)

=H

1[I*2 -H2*,'H*

-'I*

- I2*,Hl* 1H2*1+ H2*'Hl*

'I* Hl*- 1H2* H2*- 1.

Notice that the first term of the matrix multiplication (H2*- 'I* H* 1) would be the asymptotic
variance of 4) if we had not estimated 0 in the first step, but had taken it as given. The Pemaining
three terms in the brackets thus sum to a positive definite matrix. To compute the asymptotic
variance of our simulation-based estimates of the parameters, we replace in the above expressions
0* by &T as well as 4)* and OT by OSTREFERENCES
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